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Modernising your Sales team 
 
 

Distraction is the Number One Barrier to Sale 

A three step plan designed to modernise any sales team to develop Project Sales Mapping Skills.  Training on the move, anytime, 

anywhere, own tutors and success measurement tools. 
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The dangers of being out-thought and out- manoeuvre by your competitors.  

Buyers Don’t Follow a Linear Path anymore so why ask your sales team to do the same? 

The sales funnel relies on the theory that someone comes into the top of the funnel and sales fall out the bottom. But is that true in today’s world? Do we start at the top 
and make our way through to the end? Or do we start at the top, leave, jump levels, come back, leave again, come back at the beginning and at some point come back and 
buy or totally just leave? Are sales people we following a linear purchase pattern or an erratic path of engagement that sometimes results in less and less sales? 

Distraction is the Number One Barrier to Sale 

Distraction is destroying the Sales Funnel. It’s clear that buyer behaviour is erratic, but they are also finicky and overloaded with information.. Distraction may very well be 
the number one barrier to a sale. We get distracted and abandon our cart. We stop reading the article that brought us to you. Simply put, any little distraction means we 
move on to something else and we may never come back. We are 
also finicky buyers, what we think one day may be dramatically 
changed by another piece of content that contradicts our previous 

opinion. 

Let’s take a look at the Sales Funnel Concept. 

The sales funnel has been around for as long as any of us have 
been in business. It is a tool that has been used to visualise 
everything from the sales process to marketing impact on an 
organisation. I use to be a big fan of the sales funnel but the truth 
is, the traditional sales funnel model has been dead for years; we 
just haven’t come to accept it yet. They say a picture paints a 
thousand words, the problem is clients are overloaded with the 
same information.  
 
Buying patterns have changed drastically in the last decade. 
They’ve changed so much that they have truly broken the sales 
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funnel as we know it. Old habits die hard, so the big question is whether or not a sales funnel is still a viable model for sales concepts. Here are the biggest challenges I see 
with the sales funnel in today’s buying environment. 

Selling the way your customer wants to buy…Not the way you like to sell 
Sales Plan Mapping is all about Rapport.  Rapport is defined as: “A state of mutual trust and respect existing between two or more people. Rapport is the primary basis for 

all successful communication.”  To build rapport with someone you have not met face to face is a learned skill referred to as NLP.  

Learning to Plan a Sales map requires knowledge in a new type of Consultative Selling.  Planning a Sale Map would mean learning new skills in 5 key areas: 

1) Best Practices 

2) Communication Skills 

3) Strategy and Traction 

4) Sales Project Management 

5) Presentation 

The strategic role of continuous education  
One way to stay on top of a rapidly changing market is to implement a business strategy that maximises the synergies 

between lifelong learning and workforce productivity.  

Without appropriate technological support, training programs appear to be less effective. No matter the size of your business, 

if you stand still and basque in your current success, this is surely the biggest route to new challenges. 

Even though research has shown that E-Learning proves to be an excellent way to achieve quality results in a short timeframe, 

most users still only dabble with free flimsy or over bearing solutions that provide no tracking, evidence or further sign positing to continue competence training.  

 

POINT OF NEED TRAINING 
Point of Need Online-delivered learning, using mobile technology within a context of continuous education, is considered strategic because it:  

• Keeps the workforce appraised of their job functions’ developing requirements, enabling them to make a positive impact within their role individually and as a 

team and help that Organisation achieve its aims and goals  

• Aids succession planning, helping workers to acquire the knowledge and skills to help them progress within their Organisation  
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• Allows Organisations to keep training budgets under tighter control, develop and retain existing employees and reduce the costs related to external human 

resources recruitment, selection and on-boarding  

The current speed of change means that employees need to be trained continuously in order for Companies to avoid the dangers of being out-thought and out-manoeuvre 

by competitors.  

A poorly educated workforce results in decreased, indeed ever decreasing, levels of productivity and reduces their ability to deliver results. Ignorant and poorly skilled staff 

can’t (or at least shouldn’t) be promoted -- since they don’t have the 

appropriate skills to help their company reach its business objectives. 

So Organisations need to go to the expense, in terms of time and 

trouble, of recruiting staff with new knowledge and competences 

from outside the organization in order to cover middle and senior 

level positions. It’s important to realise that not only does this 

practice have a negative impact on the organisation, in terms of high 

costs per individual worker, but company results show that this 

approach isn’t always successful.  

 

According to recent research (Lifelong Education and Labour Market 

Needs, published in The EvoLLLution online newspaper) examining 

the need for continuing education in the workforce, 64% of 

executives who are recruited externally fail within four years of 

joining the organisation. Ideally, every company should have a 

Personal Training Needs Analysis plan in place for each of their 

employees. This plan should engage the employee in identifying 

training programs that will enable the employees to develop the 

necessary knowledge and skills specific to them. 

How can we help up skill your sales team without them taking too much time of work? 
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WE RECOMMEND A 3 STEP PROCESS OVER 4 WEEKS. 
 

Step 1. PERSONAL TRAINING NEEDS ANALYSIS 

Personal Training Needs Analysis.   Have all team members complete a Clarity4d Profile.  We would also 
recommend that admin staff and any support staff linked to the sales team also complete a Profile. Click here for 

sample of Profile, Complete 1 complimentary and we will send the report back to you. 

1. It will provide an overview of each individual which will include: 

a. General Overview of that person 

b. Their Strength,  

c. Areas for improvement 
d. How they relate in a team 

e. How to communicate with each other 

f. Profile and signpost personal training requirements  

 

 

 

2. Generate a Teak Map. The purpose of this is to show the overall profile within the organisation so that adjustments can be made.  Example on the right 

Step 2: Developing High Performance Teams in less than a month 
Activate procedures to get your team performing before the end of your months sales cycle.  Team building using the Clarity4d Team Map to help team understand 

how to set team targets, communicate and support each other to help meet team Goals. 

This two-day workshop will help participants learn how to: 

- Identify different types of teams using the clarity4d team map and profiles 
- Build teamwork by recognising and tapping into the twelve characteristics of an effective team 
- Promote trust and rapport by exploring their team player style and how it impacts group dynamics 

file:///C:/Users/Diane/Dropbox/Sales%20Department/Clarity%204D/profile.clarity4d.com/clarity4d/Questionaire_ND/Profile.asp%3fID=12467&COUNTRY=
file:///C:/Users/Diane/Dropbox/Sales%20Department/Clarity%204D/profile.clarity4d.com/clarity4d/Questionaire_ND/Profile.asp%3fID=12467&COUNTRY=
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- Recognise the key elements that move a team from involvement to empowerment and how to give these elements to their team 
- Develop strategies for dealing with team conflict and common situations 
- Use action planning and analysis tools to help their team perform better and stay on task. 

 

STEP THREE: Sharpening each individuals training needs by matching their colour chart combination. 

Each team member can then be independently focused on strengthening their own continued competence requirement by logging into a state of the art LMS system.  They 
will be able to use their mobile device and will be allocated a personal tutor for the duration of their course.  A full report on completion will be available for proof of 
learning along with the appropriate certificate. 
 

Why Investment is needed to ensure that three fundamental Processes or excuted 

sooner rather than later 

Q.  What can you do to get the most out of your sales team?  

There are five key things that are recommended to create a positive environment for selling: 

1. Provide clarity of direction. Make sure everyone knows where they are heading and are aligned. 

2. Make sure they have the skills and resources to be able to achieve those goals. 

3. Ensure they are disciplined around monitoring their performance regularly. 

4. Know your key threats and have contingencies in place if things aren’t working. 

5. Know what motivates individuals in order to get the most out of them. 

6. What are potential de-motivators? 

 

The only way to update your sales team is to personalise and surgically clarify their training needs  by profiling each person and then matching up their colours to the most 

relevant courses.  See below.  Interested in trying a free sample then click here 

Skroll down to explore the specific courses we recommend after a PTNA has been completed. 

 

 

http://profile.clarity4d.com/clarity4d/Questionaire_ND/Profile.asp?ID=12467&COUNTRY=
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Course Title Category Course Code No of 
Days 

Course Description 
All these courses can be completed online in a 4 weeks 

programme with each person allocated their own Virtual 
Tutor 

Hi Low 

Effective 
Planning & 
Scheduling 
 
Click here to 
Find out your  
colours 

Management AVPT041 2 As project managers and leads, we all know how difficult it 
can be to accurately determine the duration of a project, yet 
that is exactly what is expected of us on a regular basis. This 
two-day workshop will not disclose the secret of creating an 
accurate schedule, because there isn’t one. However, it will 
provide the factors and fundamental elements that you 
should consider and address when creating any type of 
schedule.  

  

  

Getting Stuff 
Done - 
Personal 
Development 
Boot Camp 

Management AVPT047 2 Why are there so many different organizational systems and 
time management methods out there? The answer is simple: 
it’s like any other personal challenge, like weight loss or 
money management. There is no simple, one size fits all 
answer. You must build a solution that works for you. Over 
the course of this two-day workshop, we will explore various 
time management and organizational tools and techniques 
so that you can build a customized productivity plan for your 
personal and professional lives. At the end of the course, you 
will emerge with a plan that works for you, so that you can 
start regaining control of your life! 

  
  

Secrets of 
Change 
Management - 
A One Day 
Primer 

Management AVPT075 1 In today's world, change is inevitable and often difficult to 
deal with. During this one-day course, you will learn how to 
implement, manage, and cope with change. 

 
 

Critical 
Thinking 

Personal 
Development 

AVPT031 2 In today’s society, many people experience information 
overload. We are bombarded with messages to believe 
various ideas, purchase things, support causes, and lead our 
lifestyle in a particular way. How do you know what to 
believe? How do you separate the truth from the myths? 

  

  

http://profile.clarity4d.com/clarity4d/Questionaire_ND/Profile.asp?ID=12467&COUNTRY=
http://profile.clarity4d.com/clarity4d/Questionaire_ND/Profile.asp?ID=12467&COUNTRY=
http://profile.clarity4d.com/clarity4d/Questionaire_ND/Profile.asp?ID=12467&COUNTRY=
http://profile.clarity4d.com/clarity4d/Questionaire_ND/Profile.asp?ID=12467&COUNTRY=
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NLP Tools for 
Real Life 

Personal 
Development 

AVPT060 1 Neuro linguistic programming (NLP for short) is all about 
bringing your unconscious thoughts to the surface, so that 
you can have real choice over how you interact with and 
respond to the world. Once you have a grasp on NLP's basic 
principles, you might be interested in learning about some 
tools that can help you do more with NLP. This one-day 
workshop will give you some hands-on experience with 
important NLP techniques, including anchoring, establishing 
congruency, developing rapport, creating outcomes, 
interpreting and presenting information efficiently, and even 
some self-hypnosis techniques. 

  
  

Stress 
Management 

Personal 
Development 

AVPT078 1 Today’s workforce is experiencing job burnout and stress in 
epidemic proportions. Workers at all levels feel stressed out, 
insecure, and misunderstood. Many people feel the demands 
of the workplace, combined with the demands of home, 
have become too much to handle. This one-day workshop 
explores the causes of such stress, and suggests general and 
specific stress management strategies that people can use 
every day. 

  

  

Building 
Relationships 
for Success in 
Sales 

Sales AVPT010 1 No one questions that making friends is a good thing. In this 
one-day workshop, you are going to discover that the 
business of business is making friends, and the business of all 
sales professionals is making friends and building 
relationships. Strategic friendships will make or break any 
business, no matter how big and no matter what kind of 
market 

  

  

Overcoming 
Objections to 
Nail the Sale 

Sales and 
Marketing 

AVPT064 1 If you are like most sales professionals, you are always 
looking for ways to overcome customer objections and close 
the sale. This one-day course will help you to work through 
objectives effectively. We will help you plan and prepare for 
objections so that you can address customer concerns, 
reduce the number of objections you encounter, and 
improve your averages at closing sales 

  

http://profile.clarity4d.com/clarity4d/Questionaire_ND/Profile.asp?ID=12467&COUNTRY=
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Prospecting 
for Leads like a 
Pro 

Sales and 
Marketing 

AVPT069 1 Prospecting is one of the keys to your sales success. Keeping 
your pipeline full ensures that you will continue to attract 
new business, and so your success today is a result of the 
prospecting you did six months ago. In this one-day 
workshop, you will become skilled at prospecting and learn 
the 80/20 rule. After this course, you will know who to target 
and how to target them, and commit to do some prospecting 
every day through warming up cold calls, following up on 
leads, or networking. You will also build your personal 
prospecting plan and learn how to ensure your future by 
planting seeds daily. 

  

Selling 
Smarter 

Sales and 
Marketing 

AVPT076 1 It’s no secret that the sales industry continues to change and 
evolve rapidly. This is an exciting and dynamic profession, 
although it is often underrated and misunderstood. The 
back-slapping, high pressure, joke-telling sales person has 
disappeared. In his place is a new generation of sales 
professionals: highly trained and well groomed, with the 
characteristics of honesty, trustworthiness, and competence. 
This one-day workshop will help you learn how to be one of 
those smart sales professionals 

  

  

Telemarketing: 
Using the 
Telephone as a 
Sales Tool 

Sales and 
Marketing 

AVPT083 2 Virtually everybody in sales today sells over the phone at 
least part of the time. Perhaps it is time for you to evaluate 
how you use the telephone and where it fits into your sales 
and marketing mix. This one-day workshop will show you 
how the telephone can supplement, enhance, and 
sometimes replace other means of marketing and selling, 
and how this personal approach can dramatically increase 
your sales success. We will also talk about how to hone your 
communication skills, your ability to persuade, and 
techniques to personalize each sales call. 

  

  

Negotiating 
for Results 

Business 
Development 

AVPT059 2 People who can master the art of negotiation find they can 
save time, save money, develop a higher degree of 
satisfaction with outcomes at home and at work, and earn 
greater respect in the workplace. 

  

  

http://profile.clarity4d.com/clarity4d/Questionaire_ND/Profile.asp?ID=12467&COUNTRY=
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Core 
Negotiation 
Skills - A One 
Day Primer 

Business 
Development 

AVPT029 1 Negotiation is a key skill that, when mastered, can enhance 
communications and provide better results from 
communication. This one-day course will teach participants 
the basics of negotiation, how to prepare to negotiate, ways 
to respond to negotiation challenges, how to create win-win 
solutions, and how to create sustainable agreements. 
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